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E. N. E. R. G. Y. 2014-02-02 drawing from the insights of ancient wisdom traditions and modern management gurus
this book presents powerful principles and practices to experience the peace and power of meditation break free
from negative attitudes and habits uncover your spiritual qualities and increase your willpower filled with easy
to remember acronyms memorable quotes striking examples entertaining stories and revealing statistics e n e r g y
will energize you for all round success
Back to Godhead 1999 srila bhaktivinoda thakura wrote the sri amnaya sutra in 1890 it is largely based on the
upanisads and contains 130 aphorisms along with commentary as it is said essential truth spoken concisely is true
eloquence this wonderful book is the perfect example of this here we find all the basic understandings of the
krsna conscious philosophy and refutations of the arguments that attempt to counter such an understanding
presented in a very concise progressive and masterly way
Sri Amnaya Sutra (English) 2019-01-01 presented as an engaging question answer discussion between a corporate
leader and a leadership consultant 10 leadership sutras from bhagavad gita makes the timeless wisdom of the
philosophical classic the bhagavad gita accessible to the contemporary mind condensing the relevant principles
from the gita into 10 sutra like statements it brings a richer more spiritual appreciation of life work and
success it provides principles and practices addressing daily concerns such as managing stress be concerned not
disturbed team building words shape worlds watch your words facing reversals life determines our problems we
determine their size suited not just for present and potential leaders but also for all those who wish to lead
themselves more effectively 10 leadership sutras from bhagavad gita paves the way towards stronger commitment
greater achievement and deeper fulfillment
10 Leadership Sutras from Bhagavad Gita 2014-12-21 an aphorism sutra expresses the genus of its meaning in a few
terse words the brahma sutras systemati cally explain the basic principles of vedanta the science of supreme
reality when contemplated they reveal the innermost metaphysical secrets today harmony is the need of the hour the
ephemeral world needs spiritual awareness and this is what the vedantins visualise vedic scriptures offer
comforting counsel they throw a kindly light man has distorted vision he dotes on apparently real and also non
real phenomena true vision makes him cognize the universal being in nature s creations realization of this
awareness is liberation moksha the be all and end all of life of the human being is the realization of constant
integrated awareness of brahman visualized both as the primary absolute supreme unlimited entity and as its
subsidiary cosmic creative aspect and mergence in brahman in this stream of aphorisms sutra vahini on brahman
bhagavan sri sathya sai baba has lighted the uni versal lamp of the wisdom of atma brahman divine self this stream
of aphorisms first appeared in serialized form in sanathana sarathi bhagavan in his infinite love elaborated on
the essence of brahma sutras in twelve selected aphorisms bhagavan s sublime and profound words and spiritual
wisdom are indeed highly elevating and illuminating bathing in this pellucid stream of aphorisms a person develops
correct or true vision of real ity bestowing supreme delight in the words of bhagavan baba acquisition of the
higher knowledge alone can fulfill the main purpose of human life such knowledge makes one aware that one is not



the inert insentient body etc but that one is consciousness itself manifesting as the embodiment of being
awareness bliss satchidananda when this truth dawns and is experienced one becomes a person liberated while alive
this is the state of realization of the innate nature of a people the divinity of humanity
Sutra Vahini - Treatise on Bramha Sutras 2022-11-15 this is a collection of careful objective historically
sensitive studies of modern commentators on the bhagavadgita one of the basic scriptures of hinduism and one which
has been widely read in the modern west experts on modern indian religious thought show how ghandi vivekananda
radhakrishnan bhaktivedanta aurobindo tilak bhave sivananda the theosophists and bhankim read used and interpreted
the gita collectively the essays display the different backgrounds and orientations of the major indian thinkers
of our time an introduction and a conclusion provide a perspective on the thinkers and identify common themes
which are part of modern emphases
Modern Indian Interpreters of the Bhagavad Gita 1986-01-01 learn to find the happiness that is natural to you and
enjoy better relationships better health more success and a longer life the peculiar thing about us humans is we
spend a lot of time working to find people and things that will make us happy in fact we seem to spend the
majority of our time doing this however there is no guarantee that any of this effort will work there are lots of
people who have hordes of people around them and who have lots of things but have been unable to make themselves
happy the truth is happiness can be had with little effort have you ever been happy for no reason at all of course
you have without anything changing in life happiness just appears we see it in young children all the time in fact
we expect to see it in children if you happen to ask a smiling child why he or she is so happy at best the answer
may be because for an adult this may be an unsatisfying answer but for the child it is the truth happiness exists
just because as we age we seem to lose touch with happiness for no reason at all we see a world where everyone is
striving for stuff striving for popularity striving striving striving the natural fount of happiness we once
enjoyed disappears as we join them however that happiness is not gone all that happened is we lost our connection
to it this book is about recovering that connection we all grow up believing that if we work hard and if we are
good people we will enjoy good relationships with others good health success and a long life obviously this is not
true there are a lot of rich old people who are not happy what we have what we do and the other circumstances of
our lives do not provide authentic happiness instead happiness comes from inside of us and all by itself enables
us to have secure relationships good health more success and longer lives so what is the secret of being happy
being happy is a little like flipping a switch when it s on you are happy and when it s off you are not it s so
easy how else can you explain being happy for no reason what you need to do is learn to turn it on and keep it
turned on this book discusses seven practices that help you do that there is a lot of wisdom available about how
to be happy most of it is thousands of years old but some is quite new the seven practices we will look at
incorporate this wisdom to help you learn how to turn on happiness in your life this kind of happiness does not
require changing anything in your life all you have to do is learn to turn it on
Yoga Sutras of Patanjali 2001 the first draft of the hare krishna explosion was written in july 1969 just after



srila prabhupada s first visit to new vrindavan at that time hayagriva realized that the details of the beginnings
of the krishna consciousness movement had best be recorded when the events were still fresh working from notebooks
diaries and memories he compiled the first edition in a month then the manuscript remained packed away until srila
prabhupada left the mortal world in 1977
Finding Your Power to Be Happy: Seven Practices to Bring Unconditional Happiness into Your Life 2015-04-25
introduces students to key concepts in religious studies through a compelling problem solving framework this new
textbook features the following dynamic case studies opening each chapter that teach critical thinking skills and
engage students in contemporary religious issues such as the intersection of science and religion a wide range of
examples from world religions throughout the text clear introductions to classic and contemporary theories of
religion both eastern and western and chapter summaries that include essential concepts a list of key terms and
questions for individual reflection or class discussion religion today guides students in understanding the
complex role that religion plays in the world while also building a solid foundation in both religious studies and
problem solving skills
The Hare Krishna Explosion (English) 2020-01-01 lopez reveals unexpected points of instability and contradiction
in the heart sutra which in the end turns out to be the most malleable of texts where the logic of commentary
serves as a tool of both tradition and transgression
Religion Today 2013 white retraces the strange and circuitous journey of patanjali s yoga sutra from its ancient
origins to today bringing to life the improbable cast of characters whose interpretations and misappropriations
led to its revered place in contemporary popular culture
Elaborations on Emptiness - Uses of the Heart Sutra 1996 the origin of world civilization can be traced to the
sindhu and sarasvati river valleys located in present day pakistan as early as 8 000 bc here innovation and
originality in every aspect of human endeavor from mathematics and science to art and sports flourished yet the
importance of this civilization known as the vedic period has been deliberately downplayed thoroughly researched
and including an extensive bibliography from bharata to india rectifies this mistake in the perspective of world
history and seeks to offer a comprehensive reference source author m k agarwal shows how this early culture where
ideation by enlightened philosopher brahmin kings brought material and spiritual wealth that was to remain
unchallenged until the colonial era this vedic hindu buddhist legacy subsequently influenced peoples and paradigms
around the globe ushering in an era of peace and plenty thousands of years before the europeans by using original
sources in sanskirt as well as regional literature agarwal compares corresponding situations in other
civilizations within the context of their own literary traditions and records to prove that bharata forms the
basis of world civilization this is in direct contrast to the greek or arab miracle hypothesis put forth by
numerous scholars the first of two volumes in this series from bharata to india offers a fascinating in depth
glimpse into ancient india s contribution to the modern world
The Yoga Sutra of Patanjali 2019-09-10 the agni and the ecstasy compiles essays that the renowned scholar of



vaishnavism steven j rosen has published throughout his 25 year writing career ranging from commentary on
transcendental philosophy and scriptures such as the bhagavad gita to personal reminiscences of prominent
spiritual figures and devotional music there is virtually no topic on which he does not shed illumination this
book is an excellent introduction to rosen s work whether one is a newcomer or a long time reader t here is
something in this book for everybody if one leans toward academia and intellectual approaches to spirituality one
will appreciate the articles included here that are informative well researched and conveyed with an authoritative
tone on the other hand if the reader prefers essays that entertain and arouse emotions that speak to one s
internal spiritual quest and a personal search for answers then there are also pieces that address those
particular needs from the introduction by steven j rosen having imbibed the compassionate spirit of srila
prabhupada his beloved guru and having dedicated his life to uplifting humanity through transcendental knowledge
satyaraja is specially empowered to reach our hearts we can rejoice upon the release of this volume of his
collected articles from the foreword by his holiness radhanath swami steven j rosen satyaraja dasa is an initiated
disciple of his divine grace a c bhaktivedanta swami prabhupada he is also founding editor of the journal of
vaishnava studies and associate editor for back to godhead he has published more than thirty books in numerous
languages including the recent krishna s other song a new look at the uddhava gita praeger 2010 the jedi in the
lotus star wars and the hindu tradition arktos 2010 and christ and krishna where the jordan meets the ganges folk
books 2011
From Bharata to India 2012-05 yoga refers to an assortment of mental physical and spiritual disciplines and
practices originating from india one of the six schools of indian philosophy it contains a wide range of schools
practices and goals in buddhism hinduism and jainism yoga sastra is an 1897 work by indian sanskrit and
mathematics scholar srisa chandra vasu 1861 1918 that explores the yoga sutras of patanjali with special reference
to swami vivekananda s yoga philosophy contents include the sankhya system the great aim of hindu philosophy yoga
satra the eight accessories of yoga samyama the characteristics of the hindu mind examination of the yoga sutras
the true yoga sastra disbelief in occult powers efforts to acquire true knowledge the true bhakti yoga etc this
fascinating volume is not to be missed by yoga enthusiasts and those with a particular interest in vintage books
on the subject many vintage books such as this are becoming increasingly scarce and expensive we are republishing
this volume now in an affordable modern high quality edition complete with a specially commissioned new
introduction on yoga
The Agni and the Ecstasy 2012 presents the hindu religious tradition s major events individuals texts sects and
concepts in the context of its historical development through various periods
Yoga Sastra - The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali Examined with a Notice of Swami Vivekananda's Yoga Philosophy
2016-10-04 the dharma flower sutra lotus sutra seen through the oral transmission of nichiren daishōnin translated
and interpreted by martin bradley what is being attempted here is a close study of what it was that made nichiren
realise that the salvation of humankind is to be found within the text of the dharma flower or lotus sutra only at



extremely sparse intervals in the course of history have there been a few individuals who have really comprehended
what existence is all about the message is to devote our lives to and found them on the dimension where existence
occurs whose interdependence of cause concomitancy and effect pervades the entirety of existence and is nam myōhō
renge kyō in japanese it is the recitation of the title and subject matter of the dharma flower sutra that makes
us realise that the meaning of existence is here and now in each and every moment of our lives and that the white
lotus flower like mechanism is the totality of all the possible reaches of our minds martin bradley
Historical Dictionary of Hinduism 1997 browse the ancient traditions of the vedas vedic mathematics vedic science
vastu shastra sacred dance ayurvedic medicine transcendental sound and much more science of the sacred provides a
foundation for expanding our awareness of the reality around us beyond modern scientific theories to those
grounded in the ancient vedic scriptures and their scientific presentations over the ages innumerable luminaries
scientists and intelligencia recognized for their contributions to society praise the accuracy of the vedas
THE DHARMA FLOWER SUTRA (Lotus Sutra) SEEN THROUGH THE ORAL TRANSMISSION OF NICHIREN [I] 2015-03-28 aldous huxley
and alternative spirituality offers an analysis of huxley s spiritual interests spanning both mysticism and
western esotericism with this methodology jake poller generates new insights into huxley s work and draws
revealing parallels between huxley s ideas and the new age
Science of the Sacred 2010-04-30 bhagwan swaminarayan incarnated on the earth in the latter half of the eighteenth
century a time that is aptly considered one of the darkest periods in history bhagwan swaminarayan s achievements
in religion society and education were absolutely herculean in nature considering his short lifespan of 49 years
and the acute anarchy that afflicted india at the time many intellectuals after recognizing bhagwan swaminarayan s
achievements in the fields of society and religion have established him as a grand reformer some go one step
further and identify him as a divine personage moreover a large number of people consider him an incarnation equal
to bhagwan ram and bhagwan krishna in actuality however he is the supreme god at the tender age of 11 bhagwan
swaminarayan left his home and began his journey of spiritual revival throughout india from the himalayas to
kanyakumari from jagganath puri to loj and through harsh winters monsoons and summers his journey spanned more
than 12 000 kilometers and lasted for more than seven years he endured these conditions barefoot and wearing
nothing but a loincloth he finally settled in gujarat and became the head of the holy fellowship at the very young
age of twenty one in less than three decades he founded the fastest growing holy fellowship ever comprising more
than 1800 saints 800 female ascetics and over 500 000 disciples six magnificent temples were constructed by the
holy fellowship and more than 100 scriptures and 30 000 kirtans were composed most importantly bhagwan
swaminarayan was worshipped as supreme god by hundreds of thousands devotees during his lifetime if without any
prejudice or preconceived notion one attempts to evaluate the life and work of bhagwan swaminarayan in context of
that era one will invariably be convinced about his supreme divinity we sincerely hope this book will help anyone
in do so this book is a humble attempt to delve into the glory of bhagwan swaminarayan it depicts bhagwan
swaminarayan s biography and his unparalleled work as a reformer in social religious educational and economic



fields the five pillars of the holy fellowship i e disciples saints acharya temples and scriptures are explained
along with a brief note on philosophy twenty nine unique personality traits of bhagwan swaminarayan are described
finally various scholars opinions of bhagwan swaminarayan are noted bhagwan swaminarayan s life action vision and
personality were so unique unparalleled limitless incomprehensible charming and thoughtful that it is impossible
to provide a complete account but this book is a humble attempt to present his glory to anyone interested in
learning about it the responsibility for any mistakes and for any ideas expressed herein is mine alone i have
already been rewarded in this project by the sheer joy and satisfaction i have derived by being given the
opportunity to study various scriptures and books related to bhagwan swaminarayan and considered myself fortunate
to be a part of this book there were many books used for reference as mentioned in bibliography but the below
three books were used extensively and deserve special recognition 1 contribution of swaminarayan sampraday to
gujarat in nineteenth century in gujarati by rashmiben tribhuvanbhai vyas 1st edition published by shri
swaminarayan gurukul rajkot in 1997 2 swami sahajanand athawa swaminarayan sampradaya in gujarati by kishorelal
mashruwala 2nd edition published by navjivan prakashan amdavad in 1940 3 sri swami narayan by manilal c parekh 2nd
edition published by sri bhagwat dharma mission house rajkot in 1960 throughout this book some original terms
whose translation cannot convey the intended meaning have been italicized the glossary explains each word with a
brief definition this book is the product of the blessings of saints and intense teamwork
Buddhism 2019-08-12 aphoristic work on the meditational fundamentals of the yoga school of indic philosophy
Aldous Huxley and Alternative Spirituality 1890 on philosophy of lingayats
The Supreme Godhead Bhagawan Swaminarayan 1989-01-01 millions of people practice some form of yoga but they often
do so without a clear understanding of its history traditions and purposes this comprehensive bibliography
designed to assist researchers practitioners and general readers in navigating the extensive yoga literature lists
and comments upon english language yoga texts published since 1981 it includes entries for more than 2 400
scholarly as well as popular works manuals original sanskrit source text translations conference proceedings
doctoral dissertations and master s theses entries are arranged alphabetically by author for easy access while
thorough author title and subject indexes will help readers find books of interest
The Yoga-sutra of Patanjali 2006 dancing and chanting with their shaven heads and saffron robes hare krishnas
presented the most visible face of any of the eastern religions transplanted to the west during the sixties and
seventies yet few people know much about them this comprehensive study includes more than twenty contributions
from members ex members and academics who have followed the hare krishna movement for years since the death of its
founder the movement also known as the international society for krishna consciousness iskcon has experienced
debates over the roles of authority heresy and dissent which have led to the development of several splinter
movements there is a growing women s rights movement and a highly publicized child abuse scandal providing a
privileged look at the people and issues shaping iskcon this volume also offers insight into the complex factors
surrounding the emergence of religious traditions including early christianity as well as a glimpse of the



original seeds and the germinating stages of a religious tradition putting down roots in foreign soil
The Lotus Sutra in Japanese Culture 1848 the origin of world civilization can be traced to the indus valley cradle
where brilliant and original thinkers made groundbreaking discoveries the history of these discoveries is recorded
in the vast sanskrit literature in this study author m k agarwal explores the cultural and historical significance
of the region he explores indus valley culture which encouraged creative thoughtas opposed to the abrahamic faiths
which herded followers into dogmatic thinking he holds that these religions prospered because of their unfettered
hatred of the vedic hindu buddhist peoples who were demonized as pagans to be murdered tortured raped enslaved and
robbed he also considers the achievements of that culture such as the creation of the most affluent most
scientifically advanced and most spiritual of all societies with archeological moorings that can be traced back to
8000 bc no other region can even come close to transforming people and culture like the indus valley but the
worlds vedic roots have been ignored shunned and covered up uncover the history that has been lost and develop a
deeper appreciation for the true cradle of human civilization with the vedic core of human history
Maha Dasoha Sutras 1848 reprint of the original first published in 1860
The Kalpa Sutra, and Nava Tatva: Two Works Illustrative of the Jain Religion and Philosophy 2015-01-28 srila
prabhupada lilamrta tells the story of a remarkable individual and a remarkable achievement the individual is a c
bhaktivedanta swami prabhupada philosopher scholar religious leader saint the achievement is the revolutionary
transplantation of a timeless spiritual culture from ancient india to twentieth century america this first of two
volumes begins with the story of the events leading up to srila prabhupada s meeting his guru an encounter that
ignited in srila prabhupada a slowburning flame of desire to take krishna consciousness to the western world his
early life was a period of patient and transcendent determination as he prepared for a mission that would later be
crowned with astounding success in august and september of 1965 srila prabhupada traveled alone aboard a steamship
from india to new york city with no more than the equivalent of eight dollars in his pocket and no institutional
backing but with unshakable faith in lord krishna and the instructions of his spiritual master it is the 1960s an
era in which the children of those who fought world war ii were leading a sweeping revolt against a society losing
its soul to godless mass consumerism into this milieu srila prabhupada brought a vision for a new kind of society
a society born of a radical transformation of human consciousness from materialism to the loftiest spiritual and
ethical idealism by 1967 he had arrived in san francisco s haight ashbury district america s counter culture
capital where he continued his work of calling america s youth to live up to their higher spiritual ideals and
distributing the holy name of krishna indiscriminately by the end of the volume we have seen srila prabhupada in
england meeting the beatles holland japan africa and finally back in india where he triumphantly returned with his
dancing white elephants a group of his mostly caucasian western followers the research team assembled by the
author traveled throughout the world to gather thousands of hours of interviews with hundreds of people who knew
srila prabhupada diaries and memoirs from his students and more than seven thousand of srila prabhupada s letters
then the author and his team distilled this voluminous firsthand source material into a rich composite view of



srila prabhupada a dazzling and colorful picture of one of the most remarkable lives of our times
The Kalpa Sutra, and Nava Tatva: Two Works Illustrative of the Jain Religion and Philosophy. Translated from the
Magadhi ... By the Rev. J. Stevenson 2004-06-23 this nine volume set reprints valuable early works introducing the
philosophy and practices of yoga to a western audience and provides key analysis by some of its leading
practitioners indian taoist and buddhist yogas are examined and their relation to the west including christianity
Yoga 2013-12-23 one of the best loved of wei wu wei s books open secret enlightens us as to the true nature of the
self as well as time space and enlightenment itself the work includes extensive commentary on the heart sutra
regarded by buddhists as the summation of the buddha s wisdom the pseudonymous author studied deeply in eastern
and western philosophy and metaphysics along with the esoteric teachings of the great religions in his writing he
distils this knowledge into uniquely elegant prose full of humour metaphors profundity and his essential
understanding of the open secret of life
Real Happiness Book 1860 the echoes of ancient indian wisdom can be heard from the oldest of scriptures that
existed many years ago even thousands of years before they were written down on palm leaves the teachings were
passed on from generations to generations from the teachers to the disciples in their oral form these works are
amongst the oldest of humanity they laid the foundation of one of the most tolerant and diverse religions in the
world the sanatan dharma or hinduism which is marked by a wide range of ethos and philosophical approaches
covering the vastness and immensity of the ancient indian scriptures is akin to capturing a gigantic ocean in a
small pitcher thus in this book the author has tried to catch a few echoes resonating with age old wisdom and has
presented them to the readers the book unravels the knowledge hidden inside the samhitas brahmanas aranyakas and
upanishads of the shruti that form the vedas and in the smriti like agamas dharma shastras and so on in short it
provides a glimpse or rather a macro view of the ancient treasure of india
The Hare Krishna Movement 2022-08-03
The Vedic Core of Human History 1990
The Religious Aspects of Hindu Philosophy Stated and Discussed 1996
The Religious Aspectsof Hindu Philosophy 2021-03-29
Śaivāgamas 2004
Srila Prabhupada-lilamrta, volume 1 2008
From Copper to Touchstone 1926
Routledge Library Editions: Yoga
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